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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to examine spiritual implications and program involvement among Alcoholics Anonymous members (N = 116). Subjects completed self-report measures such as the Daily Spiritual Experience scale (DSE), Alcoholics Anonymous Involvement Inventory (AAI), and a modified version of the Purpose in Life (PIL) measure. Based on previous research, Hypothesis 1 predicted that greater involvement in the program would correlate to length of sobriety. Significance was found between steps completed and months sober (r = .32, p < .01, 2-tailed). Hypothesis 2 suggests that higher levels of spirituality would be correlated with longer sobriety rates. However, there was no significant relationship between the DSE and months sober, although, there was a significant relationship between the Purpose in Life (PIL) scale and Months sober. This supports our hypothesis that spirituality correlates with months sober (r = .24, p < .05, 2-tailed). Hypothesis 3 suggested that more active participation and commitment to the Alcoholics Anonymous program would influence greater purpose in life. This was mostly supported by our results. Together these findings suggest the need to seek alternate study designs in searching for the association between spirituality and alcohol dependence/recovery. The current study may point to a need to shift focus in addiction recovery and spirituality research. Examining strategies to promote the program of AA may be the more deserving exploration focus than the ongoing research of the relationship between spirituality and recovery.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Alcoholism is a debilitating condition for addicted individuals and a pervasive dilemma for their families and for society. The National Institute on Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse (NIAAA) states the rate of alcohol dependency in America is 15-20 percent of the population. The cost to society is estimated at over $223.5 billion dollars annually for specialty care and medical consequences, as well as losses and damages attributed to accidents and crimes resulting from alcoholism (NIAAA, 2006). As implied by these statistics, the consequences of this debilitating behavioral and physiological disorder are alarming, not only for the individual struggling with its psychological effects but also for society at large.

The most prominent and popular treatment solution for alcoholism in the United States is Alcoholics Anonymous (AA), an organization founded in 1935 in Akron, Ohio. The program pathologizes alcohol chemical dependence as “Alcohol Use Disorder,” and is a faith-based, spiritually-oriented treatment initiative. The basis of recovery is dynamic, group-based therapy, where accountability is managed through a one-on-one “sponsor” system; and “the 12-step program,” AA’s best-known and most replicated treatment procedure (Glasner & Ogborne, 1982). AA’s 12-step program, which characterizes alcoholism as incurable but manageable, features a series of self-examination and meditation stages that guides members to achieve recognition of their powerlessness in the face of their dependence on alcohol. Eschewing any scientific or medical explanation or
lexicon, AA articulates the individual’s ability to combat dependence on alcohol as an innate reliance on a self-defined “Higher-Power” (Carroll, 1991). AA members embark on a guided spiritual journey involving accountability and responsibility for their own voluntary and involuntary actions. Through prayer, self-discipline gained through meditation, and the active assistance and intervention of fellow AA members, they ultimately achieve a state of peace in the absence of alcohol consumption. The AA 12-step program thus defines dependence on alcohol as a spiritual, medical, and psychological disorder (Alcoholics Anonymous World Service, 1976).

AA’s spiritual foundation came from the intellectual experience of men who were deeply mistrustful of all religions. These men—William James with his *Varieties of Religious Experience*, Carl Jung prescribing “*spiritus contra spiritum,*” or “spirit against spirit,” and the cofounders of AA, Bill Wilson and Dr. Robert Smith—were pioneers in the study of healing and spirituality (Vaillant, 2005). Thus, AA is not about religion but rather about concepts, such as spirituality, growth, and forgiveness. The program is based on a powerful group psychology that addresses, interrupts, and modifies core problems in self-regulation (Khantzian & Mack, 1994). The only membership requirement is a desire to abstain from drinking.

Acceptance of a “Higher Power” is a core component of AA’s treatment model, and members attribute a large part of their “recovery” to this spiritual adaptation and conditioning. But how exactly can the spiritual experience of AA be understood and articulated clinically?

As substance use and abuse continues to devastate communities, physicians need more information about specific mechanisms in treatment intervention for addiction, but researchers have often overlooked the role of religious and spiritual practices and beliefs in preventing use...
and relapse (Green, Lesley, Fullilove, & Robert, 1998). This thesis describes the process of spiritual awakenings participants experienced in recovery and their understanding of how the 12 steps influenced their desire for sobriety. The data suggests persons in recovery often undergo life altering transformations as a result of embracing a power greater than one’s self, a Higher Power, and the results of our testing indicate the spiritual journey experienced in Alcoholics Anonymous leads to sustained abstinence.

Research on the nature, implications, and limitations of a spiritual approach to alcoholism might offer new prospects for treatment. Yet despite substantial scholarly literature that examines and explores faith-based, spiritual, and philosophically-oriented treatments in clinical contexts with respect to a wide range of mental and physical disorders (George, Larson, Koenig, & McCullough, 2000), the psychological and psychiatric communities pay surprisingly little attention to the widespread incorporation of spirituality in the treatment of addictions by organizations such as AA (Miller, 1999). AA members attribute their recovery to strict adherence to the AA fellowship and the 12-step program, and therapists and clinicians alike can benefit from a critical examination of the origins, reasons, and generally positive outcomes of spirituality in the addiction treatment context. This study investigates how the positive effects of meditative practices, religious faith, and spiritual discipline are defined in the clinical context and explores how psychological researchers, cognitive scientists, and other medical professionals can reconcile the role of spiritual subjectivity against the otherwise analytic objectivity of the brain for the behavioral sciences. The spiritual guidance that accompanies AA’s 12-step programs demonstrates widespread success in altering destructive behaviors and creating a more optimistic life orientation, greater perceived social support, higher resilience to stress, and enduring rates of recovery. What is the cognitive and/or scientific explanation for
the relationship between spiritual ideation and strict behavioral conditioning, and can this knowledge aid cognitive and psychological therapy generally?

A goal of this thesis is to determine, in clinical and cognitive terms, the process by which AA facilitates recovery from individual chemical dependence on alcohol through a rigorous examination of qualitative aspects of the 12-step program and its effects on the alcoholic’s behavior and overall wellbeing.

One of the several challenges to the empirical examination of spirituality is that transcendental experiences are by nature subjective and, therefore, are sometimes considered impossible to measure scientifically. For this reason, it is difficult to determine the validity of a definition of alcoholism that considers spiritual components to etiology or treatment (Chapman, 1997). Because the psychological relationship between spirituality, faith, and health is complex, firm definitions of terms and concepts, as well as rigorous methodologies, are required in order to explore it adequately. This thesis offers a model by which the individual spiritual experience during treatment of alcohol dependency can be studied and quantified in empirically rigorous, clinical terms.

Psychiatric classification systems, such as the Diagnostic Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV, American Psychiatric Association, 1994), describe alcohol use disorders (AUDs) as maladaptive patterns of alcohol use leading to significant impairment and distress. People who are highly distressed over the consequences of their addiction are therefore candidates for responding to the ideological orientation of Alcoholics Anonymous toward recovery, which is based on abstinence and a spiritually grounded lifestyle (Galanter, 2007). Despite increased attention to conceptual and
methodological issues surrounding spirituality, religiosity, and their implications for health and well-being, research regarding the efficacy of interventions for alcohol use disorder that explicitly incorporate spiritual content is sparse (Neff, 2005). Understanding the process of spiritual transformation in Alcoholics Anonymous and defining the mechanisms required for behavior change in recovery is critical for addiction treatment intervention.

This thesis suggests a new course specifier to help clinicians validate the subjectively experienced criteria by (1) offering a definition of spirituality as explained by AA members, (2) exploring the degree of affiliation and commitment to AA by measuring levels of program involvement, (3) discussing how spiritual transformation relates to quality of life in recovery, (4) reviewing other treatment options, and (5) developing an understanding of 12-step groups as a resource for treatment by health professionals. One way to examine treatment might be to consider addiction as a “spiritual disorder.”

The emergence of Alcoholics Anonymous for the treatment of chemical dependency has been immensely influential and has brought spirituality in the context of addiction recovery to the attention of mental health professionals as well as the general public. Several studies link 12-step involvement to spiritual change and improved recovery outcomes. Zemore and Kaskutas (2004) studied ambulatory patients who were predominantly drawn from AA meetings by applying a multidimensional measurement of spirituality. They found that AA members with greater levels of spirituality had longer periods of sobriety at the time of evaluation.
Another goal of this study is to determine whether the effects of spiritual change on recovery outcomes are indeed causal and whether spirituality might be an important mediator for the positive effects on recovery of 12-step involvement. For purpose in this study, recovery is referred to as an ongoing process of sustained sobriety. The results indicate causal relationships between spirituality and recovery, which also reveals several correlations between variables of spirituality and abstinence.

The National Institute on Alcoholism carried out a large-scale investigation using long-term follow-up measurement that compared different treatments for alcoholism. Results showed that 12-Step Facilitation (TSF) was as effective as cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and motivational interviewing techniques (MT). From this finding, several studies, which were developed using empirically grounded models of research, found TSF to be more effective than CBT or MT techniques in attaining long-term abstinence (Group, Project MATCH, 1998). A federal survey by the National Center for Health Statistics (1991) found that 4 in 10 Americans have been exposed to alcoholism in their families, and Miller and McCrady (1993) estimated 1 in 8 have attended a 12-step program. Twelve-Step Facilitation, therefore, has become an accepted treatment for alcohol use disorder. Pertinent to these figures, Alcoholics Anonymous meetings are very diverse, can be found in every city, and are offered various times throughout day. Treatment and recovery for addiction usually involves a multifaceted approach, including a cognitive focus through restructuring of ineffective thinking and participation in Alcoholics Anonymous. Brown, Peterson, & Cunningham (1998) surveyed inpatient alcohol treatment programs and found that 95% incorporated AA into their programs of recovery. Apparently, 12-step programs operate not only as mutual aid support groups outside traditional treatment, but also within mental health practice. Yet, although AA is the largest mutual-help organization
for alcoholics in the world, the specific mechanisms it employs to mobilize and sustain behavioral change are poorly understood. This outcome highlights the necessity of further controlled research on 12-step participation. A third goal of this study is to examine the relationship between spirituality as found within the 12 steps, and its effectiveness for treatment of alcohol use disorder.

According to the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA, 2000), over 700,000 Americans in recovery receive two different types of treatment on any given day. These treatment options consist of two distinct alternatives: mutual aid groups, such as AA, or professional treatment at mental health centers (Magura, 2007). As previously mentioned, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy is a commonly used treatment approach. Hodge (2011) believes that, given the widespread interest in incorporating spirituality into professional treatment, practitioners could modify CBT by integrating the clients’ spiritual beliefs and practices into treatment. He further believes that adding a spiritual component could reduce treatment disparities by providing more culturally congruent services to enhance treatment compliance and prevent relapse. The Joint Commission on Healthcare recently instituted changes recommending behavioral health organizations that provide addiction services to administer a spiritual assessment questionnaire (Hodge, 2011). Spirituality, a common dimension of mutual aid groups like AA, is comparatively rare in professional treatment settings (Magura, 2007). If accrediting organizations are going to require service providers to explore client spirituality, then content on how to help clients build on their spiritual strengths is vital (Hodge, 2011).
Pharmacologic interventions in addition to cognitive behavioral therapy may not provide long-term abstinence. Naltrexone, an opiate antagonist is a medication commonly prescribed to alleviate the craving for alcohol. In one study by Volpicelli (1992), patients received coping skills therapy and either medication or a placebo. Findings reported no significant difference in craving between the naltrexone-treated and the placebo-treated subjects. Given the findings, it is especially important to consider incorporating spirituality into treatment.

Research on the role of spirituality in the recovery process and the relationship between AA involvement and treatment outcome are a subject for debate (Mark & Robert, 1996), with speculation over which specific variables contribute to personal recovery. Scientific investigation of the spiritual component in 12-step programs is limited, even though the incorporation of spirituality into medical practice has become more common. Religion is a “very important” part of the lives of approximately 67% of the American public, of whom 92% believe in God or a universal spirit and 42% attend religious services regularly (Gallup, 2011). Moreover, interest in spiritual growth is increasing, with 82% of Americans describing themselves as spiritual, but not religious. This is useful information when considering how clinicians can engage with clients to implement spirituality and create better health outcomes (Myers, 2000). A way to examine spirituality and health would be to gain insight into how Alcoholics Anonymous works.

One aspect of the 12-step experience related to spirituality is the development of a sense of mutual support. These group settings are therapeutic because members are able to identify with one another and share not only their suffering but their positive recovery experiences as well. AA literature often refers to the “group” as the most important part
of recovery, and the group’s solidarity is considered a critical component of the program’s spiritual nature (Vaillant, 2005). In AA, this “group” experience may explain part of the spiritual component that contributes to recovery. One participant stated that he attends AA meetings to hear others speak and believes that sometimes he attributes the discussion to messages from God. This recovery-oriented support may foster greater self-efficacy toward ongoing abstinence because recovering persons can acquire effective coping strategies from their peers (Finney, Noyes, Coutts, & Moos, 1998). While friendships are important for overall wellbeing, social support may influence positive behavior by providing emotional assistance and lending a sense of belonging.

It is therefore important to determine how AA works as a social construct by measuring levels of involvement and how they relate to quality of life. This was measured by using the (AAI) Alcoholics Anonymous Involvement scale, which was designed to measure participation in AA in terms of the degree to which the patient is “working” the program (e.g., step completion, sponsor status, and meeting attendance) and commitment to the AA fellowship (Tonigan, Miller, & Connors, 1998). The measure is characterized by high internal consistency (.85) and excellent 2-day test–retest reliability and may serve as a more sensitive measure of AA treatment process because it identifies two subscales, one measuring involvement in the program, the other attendance at meetings (Allen, 2000). For this reason, the degree to which members become involved in the program predicts the favorability of outcomes. Group members who completed the 12-steps reported longer sobriety rates ($r = .33$, $p < .01$). Steps completed also correlated with greater purpose in life ($r = .31$, $p < .01$) and higher scores on the Daily Spiritual Experience scale ($r = .21$, $p < .05$).
A review of published studies that examine the relationship between belonging to a group and health indicates spirituality and religious involvement are associated with better health outcomes (Galanter, 2007). These positive outcomes include coping skills, better physical health, greater longevity, less anxiety, and enhanced quality of life (Vaillant, 2005). Subjects with more extensive social resources have greater antibody response to influenza vaccine (Pressman, 2005), and social participation and engagement in church are also predictive of lower degrees of dementia and cognitive decline in men and women sixty-five years and older (Kawachi & Berkman, 2001). McCullough and colleagues conducted a meta-analysis of 42 independent samples that examined the association of a measure of religious involvement and mortality. Results indicated highly religious individuals had odds of survival approximately 29% higher than less religious individuals (McCullough, Hoyt, Larson, Koenig, & Thoresen, 2000). The positive outcomes that spirituality implies, point to the importance of gaining insight into how belonging to a group sustain health and mediate behavior change necessary for recovery.

Because spirituality and religiosity are potential health resources (Koenig, 2001), clinicians must understand the spiritual mechanisms that promote positive health effects before they can address the spiritual needs of the patient. The three main mechanisms that are traditionally proposed for conveying positive health outcomes are (1) a healthy lifestyle and avoidance of health risk behaviors due to religious and spiritual inclination, (2) social support owing to religious participation, and (3) an increased sense of coherence and meaningfulness of life owing to spiritual ideation and practices (Kohls, 2011). However, newer conceptualizations propose alternative approaches to spiritual practice. In particular, a state of consciousness known as mindfulness is a popular mind-body technique or
meditative spiritual practice. These meditative practices, such as yoga, tai chi, or qi gong, are framed in secular contexts and are considered spiritual substitutes to traditional belief sets or religious ideation. Whether spirituality is defined in traditional terms or by philosophical practice, it is important to focus on a definition that involves the functional psychological processes involved (Bishop, 2004). One study investigated the role of personal experience and practice of spirituality, rather than community and social aspects of religion. The study found that higher levels of spirituality are linked to something similar to the placebo effect, where the neural systems are engaged in a way that facilitates the healing process. A placebo effect by definition is a change in symptoms due to inert therapeutic intervention.

Kohls (2011) suggests that one important spiritual component can be explained by salutogenetic theory. According to Antonovsky in *Health, Stress, and Coping* (1979), individuals may be able to develop a sense of coherence necessary for recovery if they are able to perceive their environment as comprehensible and manageable and their overall life situation as meaningful (Kohls, 2011). This is an interesting concept that describes spirituality as a practice that enhances healing through neuro-physiological processes. Two psychological processes may be relevant for eliciting health-related outcomes, and there may be a complex interplay of intrapersonal and interpersonal factors. Thus, on a psychological level, spirituality may be regarded as a way to perceive and enhance meaningfulness; on a behavioral level, it may allow the individual to express meaningfulness through rituals and symbols; and on a functional level, it may engage the corresponding neurobiological networks involved in eliciting health effects by activation of top-down physiological and immunological processes (Kohls, 2011). To illustrate this
approach further, religious/spiritual variables may influence opportunities to develop and maintain socially supportive relations, which in turn may reduce depression and moderate alcohol use, and help to reduce undesirable physiological states, such as chronically elevated cortisol and norepinephrine levels (Thoreson, Harris, 2002). There are several ways to consider the mechanisms through which spirituality works to improve health outcomes. This study measures items that focus on day-to-day experiences and spiritual practice rather than religious ideology.

In its large-scale clinical trial, Project MATCH, controlling for baseline drinking, found that higher baseline scores on the Religious Background and Behavior scale (RBB) predicted better drinking outcomes at the 1-year follow-up (Connors, 2001). Using a smaller sample, Connors et al. (2003) found that higher scores on several measures of spirituality predicted higher rates of abstinence at the 6-month follow-up (Zemore, 2004). Kaskutas et al. (2003) found that individuals who reported a spiritual awakening as a result of their AA involvement were nearly 4 times more likely to be abstinent at year 3 than individuals who reported never having had a spiritual awakening (Zemore, 2004). Several spiritual components are emphasized within the 12 steps that seem to contribute to recovery. However, little is known about the recovery experience beyond the immediate post-treatment period that is typical of most addiction research design. AA defines recovery as a life-long, dynamic process, so learning more about relevant challenges and helpful resources in order to enhance the likelihood that stable recovery be maintained is critical (Laudet, Morgan, & White, 2006). Participants who experienced a spiritual awakening had significant scores on the Daily Spiritual Experience scale (r = .36, p < .01). Further, empirical studies to date have generally not recognized a distinct mechanism to identify the
beneficial effects of spiritual factors associated with positive health outcomes. Examining these relationships was a primary purpose of this study.

Given the relationship between health and spirituality, the 12-step program serves as one of the most supportive approaches to treating alcoholism (Vaillant, 2005). The 12-step program is a set of principles that guides people suffering from alcohol use disorder into a less destructive relationship with alcohol. Although this thesis concentrates on alcohol use disorder, it may be important to note that members in AA might not only be seeking help for alcohol problems, but may also be struggling with drug addiction as well. AA members commonly understand sobriety itself within a spiritual context, believing that being sober (versus simply “dry”) entails acceptance, humility, and serenity—in other words, spiritual maturity (Zemore, 2004). The program outlines a course of action to use in recovery from all compulsions and abnormal behavioral problems. As the American Psychological Association (APA) summarizes, the 12-step process involves:

- Admitting the fact that one cannot control his or her addiction or compulsion.
- Recognizing a power that is greater than oneself.
- Examining past errors using the help of a sponsor.
- Making amends to the people affected by those errors.
- Learning how to live a new and better life with a newly developed behavior.
- Helping other people suffering from the same compulsions or addictions.

The 12-step method has been adopted in addressing a variety of substance use disorders and other problems relating to dependency. There are over 200 organizations known as fellowships, with a global membership of millions who employ the 12-step principles in their recovery process. While this study focuses specifically on AA, the details of other 12-step
groups are salient insofar as they demonstrate the widespread support for the 12 Steps, a key component of which is their spiritual dimension.

The spiritual dimension of alcoholism is described as a spiritual malady that is considered rooted in self-centeredness. This is not to suggest that spirituality should be conceived as theistic or non-theistic. Rather, Miller (2002) states that spirituality is understood to be operative at the level of the individual, and its definition “must be one that does not rely on any particular religious contexts, that is accessible and observable regardless of one’s personal beliefs, and that can be thereby used to characterize all people.” Elkin et al. (1988) developed a conceptual model that might be appropriate in suggesting an interpretable definition. This model defines spirituality as involving the individual in relation to God, (or a Higher Power), others, and self. In 12-step fellowships, the concept of the “spiritual awakening” is seen as a developing process over a long period of time, as indicated where participants who complete more steps have greater sobriety rates ($r = .33, p < .01$). As such, the facilitation of spiritual growth, and thus its benefits for recovery from addiction, can potentially be tailored to all people regardless of theistic beliefs and identification, as issues of meaning, purpose, transcendence, love, wholeness, and awe are common human phenomena (Robinson, Cranford, Webb, & Browler, 2006).

AA meeting attendance is often found to be modestly predictive of better treatment outcomes (Emrick, et al., 1987), and AA suggests that to support this spiritual awakening and the ultimate goal of sustained sobriety, members regularly attend meetings with other members who share their recovery experience. Another study that measured the extent to which AA clients became involved in working the program
found a significant relationship between AA participation and long-term sobriety: those who were more involved in AA-recommended activities were more likely to be abstinent at sixth months (Montgomery, Miller, & Tonigan, 1995). According to AA, a lowered sense of meaning in life is both the cause and effect of alcoholic drinking (Clinebell, 1963). This lowered sense of meaning or lack of purpose in life can be seen as indicative of unmet spiritual needs. Therefore, a major aspect of spiritual growth in AA is to address this lack of purpose by assisting others (Carroll, 1991). AA sees the alcoholic’s lack of purpose in life as a mental and spiritual imbalance (Thune, 1977), and examining one’s purpose in life along with spirituality contributes to AA’s effectiveness. Participants who reported greater purpose in life (PIL) had significantly more months sober ($r = .19$, $p < .05$).

Regarding AA’s effectiveness, a study by Kaskutas (2009) found that (1) rates of abstinence from alcohol are twice as high among AA attendees as among participants in other programs, (2) more frequent attendance at AA meetings equates with high rates of abstinence, (3) prior attendance at AA meetings predicts subsequent abstinence, and (4) AA supports other methods of behavioral change. Participants who celebrated at least one AA birthday reported more months sober ($r = .28$, $p < .01$), and participants who attended more meetings altogether reported more months sober ($r = .46$, $p < .01$). These findings suggest that AA’s popularity could be related to its effectiveness, which relies on its particular spiritual dimensions.

Limited data is available on AA outcomes. First, until recently as an organization, AA has not been interested in the field of research. Second, according to Vaillant (2004), because of ideological differences, medical researchers have a difficult time assessing AA without bias. Saguil (2006) explored the reluctance of medical professionals to discuss spiritual topics with
patients and found they would be more comfortable initiating discussions if they were made aware of evidence that such conversations are beneficial. Although a large number (96.4%) of physicians believe they have a responsibility to be aware of patient beliefs, many do not address spirituality because they don’t understand how to do so (Saguil, 2006). The overall evidence, nevertheless, is convincing that spiritual therapy, such as AA, works as a foundation of recovery for people suffering from alcoholism (Vaillant, 2005). Studies suggest that clinical outcomes correlate significantly with frequency of attending AA, with having a sponsor, with chairing meetings, and with engagement in 12-step work (Montgomery, Miller & Tonigan, 1995). The results of this study also indicate that being a sponsor results in more months sober (r = .43, p < .01). However, there are many challenges to measuring spirituality and understanding its role to treatment outcomes. Despite the significant findings there is a need for a more cohesive measure appropriated to this population to attain definitive results.

As noted above, AA posits that the spiritual component is the mechanism that helps alcoholics to abstain and recover. One way to evaluate its effectiveness is to examine personal growth. AA literature suggests that adopting new inspirational behavior promotes the addicted individual to gain a healthier altruistic identity. Belief in a power greater than oneself is a critical step in recovering from alcohol use disorder within the AA model. Predating AA, in *The Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in Human Nature*, William James articulated the relationship between recovery from alcoholism and religious conversions: “There are two lives, the natural and the spiritual, and we must lose the one before we can participate in the other” (James, 1902). This seems appropriate in relation to the AA fellowship, where old, destructive identities are replaced with new, healthy approaches. There are parallels between Frank and Frank’s (1993) model of healing in their book *Persuasion and Healing: A*
Comparative Study of Psychotherapy. Frank and Frank’s healer holds the ideal status, i.e., a few years of abstinence, utilizes numerous therapeutic models and creates cure expectancy for the patient (Frank & Frank, 1993). They argue that in group therapy, recovery comes from people caring for one another, not just oneself, and a relationship with a Higher Power.

Robinson, Brower, and Kurtz (2003) compared people in treatment for alcohol problems with a non-alcoholic sample regarding various aspects of spirituality. These variables include feeling God’s presence, finding comfort in religion, desiring to be closer to God, and being touched by the beauty of creation. The results of this study suggest that the treatment population scored higher on these spiritual and religious variables than the non-alcoholic population. The authors interpreted these findings “as evidence of what Carl Jung calls ‘spiritus contra spiritum,’ the idea that both alcohol problems and spiritual life may be motivated by similar efforts to resolve suffering” (Bliss, 2007). This suggests alcoholics may discover “Positive Spirituality” while in treatment or through participation in the AA fellowship.

The 12 steps are designed to confront a destructive ego and to promote transcendence through the creation and maintenance of positive spirituality. Positive spirituality is defined as loving, accepting, and trusting relationships with the self, others, the world, and ultimately, with God, as one understands God (Warfield, 1996). Studies indicate that spiritual or religious involvement may be an important protective factor against alcohol dependence. Individuals suffering from alcohol problems are often found to have a low level of religious involvement, and spiritual engagement appears to be correlated with recovery (Miller, 1998). Participants with greater purpose in life had significant correlation to sobriety (r = .19, p < .05). Finally, spirituality and a community of like-minded individuals engaged in fellowship may serve as a replacement for alcohol, in terms of their effect on the temporal lobe and limbic circuitry (Mark
& Robert, 1996). In other words, religion and spirituality present a substitute to the “high” facilitated by substances. Spirituality, referred to by Marx as “the opium of the people,” and by Jung as “Spiritus,” could be an indirect way to motivate the limbic brain as well as the endorphins. The 12 steps guide the recovering alcoholic through complicated emotions and provide hope through faith within this healing process. In order to determine the effectiveness of spirituality, questionnaires measured attitudes in achieving a sense of wellness and spiritual growth within the 12 steps. As previously mentioned, participants who completed more steps reported more months sober ($r = .33$, $p < .01$).

This spiritual process is a healthy replacement for addictive behaviors. As people recover from alcoholism, they can experience dramatic changes in how they think of themselves, others, and the world in general. In fact, AA asserts that recovery from alcoholism necessitates a radical change in perspective (Zemore & Kaskutas, 2004). AA’s worldview contends that self-centeredness lies at the heart of alcoholics’ suffering; hence, one must overcome self-centeredness by committing to helping others and surrendering self-will to a Higher Power (Humphreys and Kaskutas, 1995). Four factors associated with the recovery process were identified in a 40-year longitudinal study of alcoholism: (1) the role of drinking by developing a vital interest, (2) external reminders that the resumption of drinking would be aversive, (3) involvement in a new social support network apart from the earlier drinking period, and (4) existence of enhanced self-esteem, hope, and a source of inspiration (Vaillant, 1983). Self-knowledge seeking and enhanced relationships with others emerge during on-going recovery, and spirituality may be the key feature of this stage (Brown, 1985).

The role of spirituality in alcoholism recovery relates to promoting the individual’s health and attaining a more meaningful life. The approaches to recovery, such as prayer and
meditation, religious revivalism, and family therapy, exemplify infusion of the individual and personal meaning into the process of recovery. However, despite the individual nature of recovery, AA has codified structures and a broad spiritual reach in which members must participate. The steps are designed to promote a spiritual awakening that prepares the recovering individual to develop a sense of coherence, manageability, and meaning (Kohls, 2011).

Although progress in researching spirituality has been made, there remains a need for more reliable and consistent measurements. This study examines the role of spirituality in recovery, and examines precise relationships between 12-step involvement, spiritual change, and reduction of substance use among the sample interviewed.
Chapter II

Method

This chapter discusses participants, methodology of the study design, experimental procedure and statistical analysis. Data collection was completed by June 30, 2015. The principle investigator attended several AA meetings and distributed the surveys and questionnaires. Several Alcoholics Anonymous members were recruited to distribute questionnaires at open AA meetings within the United States. Questionnaires were distributed in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Florida, Oklahoma, and Minnesota. Upon receiving the data, a graduate student in the Divinity school and a member of the Langer Lab assisted with the Statistical analysis.

Participants

Individuals were recruited from open Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. The sample of 116 participants was recruited based on the eligibility criteria of: (a) being at least 18 years of age and (b) actively participating in the recovery program of AA. The protocol for recruitment at AA was guided by recommendations from the AA General Service Committee. This recommendation involves a key component of attracting and maintaining subjects with the promise and conditions of anonymity, which features largely into the culture of AA, as well as studies of this type. This requirement maintains that participants identity be kept confidential. Of the participants, 51.8% were age 40-59. Three participants opted to leave gender information blank, leaving the total accounted
for at 113 when DSE scores by gender were calculated in one-way ANOVA. The majority were female at \((N = 60)\) and male at \((N = 53)\). The education level of the sample was quite impressive, where 65.8% had completed College and Graduate level education. Most participants were Christian, at 74.8%. Only 5 participants noted “spiritual” as their Religious Affiliation. Of all participants, 90.9% listed Caucasian for ethnicity. For relationship status, 39.5% were married, 29.8% were separated, 26.3% were single, and the remainder listed other or widowed. For the most part, all participants responded to demographic questions, although for some analyses \((N = 114\) or less).

Questionnaires

The demographic survey included age, gender, relationship status, level of education, religious affiliation, ethnicity, and several questions on specific step work and key recovery information. (Appendix F).

Quantitative Measurements

Qualified participants received a description of the study intent, a form with questions on demographics, and paper-and-pencil measures obtained by a set of 3 questionnaires described further on page 23-24:

- The Daily Spiritual Experiences Scale (DSE)
- The Alcoholics Anonymous Involvement Scale (AAI)
- The Purpose-in-Life Test (PIL)
Table 1.

Demographic profile of sample participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>52.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Age</td>
<td>20-29</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60-69</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70+</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Education</td>
<td>Some High School</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High School</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some College</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>College</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>42.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduate School</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Religion</td>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>74.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Buddhist</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spiritual</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Marital Status</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>26.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>39.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Separated/Divorced</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Ethnicity</td>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>African American</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Indian</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bi-Racial</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Measures

The questionnaires administered for this investigation are described below.

Daily Spiritual Experiences Scale (DSE):

The DSE (Underwood, 1999) is a 16-item scale that was developed to assess spirituality by measuring “the individual’s perception of the transcendent (God, the divine) in daily life and the perception of interaction with or involvement of the transcendent in life” (Underwood, 1999). Items focus on day-to-day experiences rather than religious ideology. Respondents indicate how often they have various spiritual experiences on a scale from 1 (never or almost never) to 6 (many times a day). Using a scale from 1 (not at all close) to 4 (as close as possible), respondents also rate how close they feel to God (Zemore & Kaskutas, 2004). The DSE has demonstrated consistently high reliability (i.e., α’s of 0.94 and 0.95) and associations with both psychological health (e.g., depression and anxiety) and alcohol use among clients (Underwood and Teresi, 2002). The Daily Spiritual Experience Scale is listed in Appendix B.

Alcoholics Anonymous Involvement Scale (AAI):

The AAI was designed to measure participation in AA in terms of the degree to which the patient is “working” the program (e.g., step completion, sponsor status, and meeting attendance), as well as his or her commitment to the AA fellowship (Tonigan, Miller, & Connors, 1998). The scale consists of 13 items, 8 of which are scored dichotomously. The inventory includes items pertaining to the AA program (e.g. step
work) and others relating to social constructs, i.e. sharing at meetings. Past research indicates good internal consistency where the Cronbach alpha was found for the total AAI scale at .85 (Tonigan, Miller, & Connors, 1996). Overall scores are indicative of AA commitment and involvement. The complete AAI measurement scale is listed in Appendix C.

Purpose-in-Life Test (PIL):

The PIL (Crumbaugh and Maholick, 1964) was developed to measure of Victor Frankl’s concept of existential frustration and to determine the concept of meaning and level of purpose in life. This modified version is a 13-item questionnaire scored on a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 being the least satisfied, fulfilled, or interested in certain features of life and 4 being the most satisfied, fulfilled, or interested. The PIL has demonstrated reliability analysis yielding an alpha coefficient of 0.89 (Carroll, 1993). Overall scores are indicative of how participants rate quality of life during recovery. The complete PIL questionnaire is listed in Appendix D.

Procedure

Following the approval by the Harvard Committee on the Use of Human Subjects, participants were recruited on-site at Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. Participants were informed of the purpose of the study and reassured that their participation, as well as responses, was confidential.

The data was collected through questionnaires. Once data was collected, each subject was assigned a number or code to retain confidentiality. Specifically, names and
contact information used for correspondence were deleted and this number code was used for all analysis. As incentive for participation a $5.00 gift card at Dunkin Donuts was offered at completion of questionnaires. The AA chair member who is in charge of running the meeting was briefed and asked to announce the study and inform the group about research intentions during the meeting. Forms distributed included contact information (strictly used for correspondence only and not for research purpose), demographic information, and a confidentiality non-disclosure form. Questionnaires were distributed by mail or in person and given a self-addressed envelope to ensure proper correspondence.

The sampling technique was used to measure spirituality and quality of life (PIL) contained by participants working the 12-step process in AA. All qualified participants were given the opportunity to receive results from the study. Analysis looked for correlation between variables within three measurements compared to length of sobriety/abstinent rates.

Statistical Analyses

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences was used to conduct statistical analyses for the quantitative portion. Both descriptive statistics and correlation analyses constitute analysis in the current study. Information gathered included demographics, which step the participant is on, sobriety length, and paper and pencil measures from the AAI, DSE, and PIL scores. The quantitative phase is dominant (116 participants). This was used to justify interpretive consistency and examine relationships to make inferences about each measure in the sample frame (Collins, Onwuegbuzie, and Jiao,
2007). First, descriptive statistics was used to investigate characteristics of the study sample, as well as frequency distribution of subscales in three questionnaires. Univariate analysis explored the distribution and frequency values for specific variables. A two-tailed test was implemented to test thesis hypothesis. This measured the distribution of the outcome variable. If the null hypothesis was rejected, then further analysis explored correlations. The inferential research part used Pearson product-moment correlation to explore associations and strength of linear relationships between two variables. Quantitative measures compared independent variables to length of sobriety to analyze hypothesized correlations:

- Is there a relationship between AA involvement and length of sobriety?
- Is there a relationship between level of spirituality and abstinence rates?
- Do spirituality and/or commitment to AA influence the Purpose in Life scores?
Chapter III

Results

One-way ANOVA analysis was conducted to compare AAI scores to length of sobriety. There were three correlations between at least 3 of the AAI items. Members who celebrated an AA Birthday, had been a sponsor, and scored highest on attendance had significant results at p < .01 levels. The AAI-5, (celebrated an AA birthday) was significantly correlated to months sober (r = .28, p < .01). The AAI-7, (been a sponsor) was significantly correlated to months sober (r = .43, p < .01). The AAI-12, (total meetings attended) was correlated to months sober at (r = .46, p < .01). These variables indicate that personal involvement in the program is valuable when considering long-term sobriety/abstinence rates. (Hypothesis 1)

Analysis of variance of DSE and PIL totals was used to examine correlation between level of spirituality and abstinence rates. One-way ANOVA was conducted to compare variables to the Daily Spiritual Experience totals. Four variables had significant correlations at p < .01 levels. Relying on a Higher Power, prayer and meditation; AA Steps Completed; and other substance use. Reliance on a Higher Power was significantly correlated with total DSE scores (r = .45, p < .01). Prayer and meditation was significantly correlated with total DSE scores (r = .45, p < .01). Total “AA steps completed” was significantly correlated to total DSE scores (r = .31, p < .01). Other substance use significantly correlated to total DSE scores (r = .28, p < .01). Several
interesting assumptions can be made when investigating these significant correlations.

(Hypothesis 2)

Further analysis examined correlations between Purpose in Life (PIL) totals and recovery status. The total PIL score was significantly correlated to months sober ($r = .19$, $p < .05$). The total PIL score was significantly correlated to AA steps completed ($r = .21$, $p < .05$). The total PIL score was significantly correlated with prayer and meditation ($r = .19$, $p < .05$). The total PIL score was significantly correlated to having attended a meeting in the past year ($r = .37$, $p < .01$). The total PIL score was significantly correlated to attending 90 meetings in 90 days ($r = .19$, $p < .05$). The total PIL score was significantly correlated to having celebrated an AA birthday ($r = .25$, $p < .01$).

(Hypothesis 3)

DSE was significantly correlated with the PIL ($r = .44$, $p < .01$) level. DSE was significantly correlated to AAI-4, (Have you ever gone to 90 meetings in 90 days?) at ($r = .21$, $p < .05$), AAI-5, (Have you ever celebrated an AA sobriety Birthday?) at ($r = .21$, $p < .05$), AAI-6 (Have you ever had a sponsor?) ($r = .28$, $p < .01$), and AAI-7 (Have you ever been an AA sponsor?) at ($r = .27$, $p < .01$). This shows that high scores for the total Daily Spiritual Experience scale related to one’s quality of life, with higher scores on the Purpose in Life scale. The Alcoholics Anonymous Involvement scale displayed significant correlations to these four variables that may point to a relationship to spiritual experience being higher for those who had gone to 90 meetings in 90 days, celebrated an AA birthday, had a sponsor, as well as having been a sponsor.
Table 2.

*Descriptive statistics of the assessment instruments (N = 116)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSE Total</td>
<td>53.19</td>
<td>14.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIL total</td>
<td>43.52</td>
<td>6.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months sober</td>
<td>98.12</td>
<td>116.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps completed</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA Meetings Attended</td>
<td>12.95</td>
<td>13.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Substance Use</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other treatment</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliance on Higher Power</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prayer &amp; Meditation</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA attendance in past year (AAI-2)</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 Meetings in 90 days (AAI-4)</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celebrated AA Birthday (AAI-5)</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had a AA sponsor (AAI-6)</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Been AA sponsor (AAI-7)</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total meetings attended (AAI-11)</td>
<td>157.28</td>
<td>136.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had a Spiritual awakening (AAI-12)</td>
<td>1514.06</td>
<td>3041.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analysis of Descriptive Statistics

The following mean comparisons are based on one-way ANOVA t-tests and are statistically significant. Women have a higher score on the Daily Spiritual Experience scale than men. The mean score for sixty women was $M = 56.39$, $SD = 12.59$ at $p < .015$. Men had a mean score of $M = 49.73$, $SD = 16.01$. Participants with more years of education reported more months sober. The mean for 48 participants who graduated college, $M = 103.22$, $SD = 110.83$, and the mean for graduate level education was $M = 169.07$, $SD = 141.51$. Married individuals reported more months sober.

Separated/divorced was second, and last was single status. Forty-five married individuals mean was $M = 117.92$, $SD = 120.66$. Separated/divorced mean score was $M = 85.04$, $SD = 104.44$. Last was 30 single participants with a mean score of $M = 66.47$, $SD = 90.35$. The analysis of months sober by marital status had a significance of $p < .016$.

Several inferences could be made in respect to these findings. However, with consideration to the small sample size, only the correlations can be reported.

Individuals who have gone to 90 meetings in 90 days are more likely to score higher on the DSE ($r = .21$, $p < .05$). Individuals who have been an AA sponsor reported more months sober ($r = .43$, $p < .01$). These participants were more likely to score higher on the Daily Spiritual Experience (DSE) scale ($r = .27$, $p < .01$). They also had a significant correlation to substance use other than alcohol ($r = .19$, $p < .05$). However, no measure was used to indicate dual diagnoses or addiction severity. The significant correlations are compelling insofar as they point to recommending that further studies of this type add a new measure to see whether those with past addiction or dual diagnoses may be more apt to adhere to the program of Alcoholics Anonymous.
PIL positively correlated with months sober (r = .19, p < .05). PIL positively correlated with DSE (r = .44, p < .01). See additional correlations in Table 3.

Table 3.

_Pearson Correlation Coefficients: Correlations Between Months Sober, DSE, PIL, and Steps Completed._

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Months sober</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. DSE</td>
<td>.115</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. PIL</td>
<td>.191*</td>
<td>.436**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Steps Completed</td>
<td>.327**</td>
<td>.307**</td>
<td>.214*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

p<.05, 2-tailed, ** p<.01, 2-tailed
Figure 1.

*Purpose in Life to months sober*
Although most hypothesized correlations were supported in the study, the expectation that high scores on the Daily Spiritual Experience scale would correlate to months sober was not significant. One reason for this may be that the participants recruited were actively engaged in the spiritual program of AA. The broad questions on spirituality were so disproportionately positive that the negative group was too small to compare statistically. The small sample did not consist of enough balance to compare means. For example, out of 116 participants, subjects answering ‘yes’ to questions such as, “Do you pray or meditate?” (“Yes” N = 110, “No” N = 6). Another consideration may be that the sample consisted of participants willing and eager to support the study. In other words, it could be that they were more actively engaged in the program and interested in spirituality in general. A larger sample size that might include an in-treatment group (subjects at rehabilitation treatment programs), might give more meaning to the spiritual implications of recovering individuals in Alcoholics Anonymous.

There are several interesting findings to discuss in regard to the analysis. Scores on the Purpose in Life measure are positively correlated to months sober (r = .19, p < .05). This finding supports the hypothesis that a greater sense of purpose in life contributes to maintaining sobriety. Greater involvement in the program also contributes to longer abstinence rates. Being an AA sponsor correlates with more months sober, higher PIL scores, and higher DSE scores. The data suggests AA Sponsors stay sober longer, have a
higher sense of purpose and life, and a more active spiritual experiential life. However, these are correlational conclusions and not causal. It may be that participants were spiritual in nature before they entered the program. It also may be that they had previous treatment and were more encouraged to involve themselves in the program and become an AA sponsor and/or follow the recommendation of going to 90 meetings in 90 days. In both cases, spirituality and purpose in life are supported by longer sobriety rates. Certainly, a correlation between becoming a sponsor and length of sobriety is expected as AA sponsors tend to have longer sobriety than beginners in the program. It would be interesting to research what requirements are needed to become an AA sponsor. Individuals who attended 90 meetings in 90 days are more likely to score higher on the Daily Spiritual Experience scale. Again, daily spiritual life may be a motivating factor in compelling a member to commit to the 90-day process. Or, enhanced spiritual life may be the effect of 90 days of meetings. In addition to Alcoholics Anonymous involvement, some of the statistics on demographics are interesting to note. Married individuals report significantly longer sobriety, which may speak to the importance of social support in recovery. Age is also significantly correlated to months sober ($r = .48$, $p < .01$), and greater Purpose in Life (PIL), ($r = .29$, $p < .05$). These correlations could indicate that older individuals are more spiritually mature, or it may just be that they have had more opportunity and time in recovery. With a better understanding about the process of spiritual transformation in Alcoholics Anonymous, we have defined specific mechanisms required for behavior change in recovery. Research findings discussed can offer several interesting variables to further examine in future studies on spirituality.
Conclusions

Several of the hypothesized correlations are significant. This study provides new perspectives on specific variables involved when researching spirituality among recovering individuals in Alcoholics Anonymous. Research could benefit immensely from utilization of one cohesive measurement that incorporates spirituality, recovery, and health. It is therefore recommended that new research implement a reliable measure of spirituality specified for AA members. The Purpose in Life (PIL) scale involved similar measures to the Daily Spiritual Experience (DSE) scale. Both involved questions regarding attitudes in achieving sense of wellness and spiritual growth. It was also important to use the Alcoholics Anonymous Involvement inventory to measure specific attributes of program adherence. Self-reporting via questionnaires may lead to bias or misleading experiences. Responses could be indicative of beliefs rather than actual fact. The participants’ attendance at Alcoholics Anonymous meetings and affiliation with group philosophy may influence them to respond in socially appropriate fashion. It is difficult to validate spirituality claimed by recovering individuals without controlling for confounding variables. The subjective, individual nature of many of the questions and of the issue at hand may make data analysis and generalizability difficult. Furthermore, data from the questionnaires are based on a small sample and should be interpreted conservatively. The information gathered in the present study cannot be generalized to larger populations. The sample is too small to be considered representative to other AA Groups, and it is difficult to make inferences in regard to a larger population of recovering alcoholics. People suffering from Alcohol Use Disorder differ in several respects such as length of alcohol use and other contributing factors such as dual
diagnoses, demographics, and amount of treatment participants have incurred. The path to achieving a relationship with a Higher Power is a highly individualized one that will need definitions direct from those experiencing this relationship. This complex process requires discussing ways in which the individual might find a Higher Power, as well as how they utilize the group and initiate the 12-steps.

Finally, particular weakness of the study procedure is its reliance on self-report data. The measurements rely on subjective data. Information gathered has considerable variance among participants within the probability sample. Attempts were made to respond to these limitations by maximizing attendance at AA meetings where subjects can be encountered and reliable observations attained. In addition to the subjective nature of the data being measured, there are confounding variables at play. Spiritual growth and 12-step involvement (number of meetings attended) could be associated and, therefore, may exert independent effects on recovery outcomes. The confounded variables are spiritual involvement with the group versus spiritual or transcendent awakening. However, total meetings attended did not correlate with more months sober. The extent to which spiritual change may merely signify a kind of social attachment to the group ideology is difficult to distinguish from personal spiritual experience. Recovery outcomes were positive for those who were more involved in the program, practiced the 12-steps, and in general had a more spiritually active daily life.
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Appendix A

“Substance Use Disorder (or Alcohol Use Disorder)”: The presence of at least two of these symptoms indicates an Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD):

1. Alcohol is often taken in larger amounts or over a longer period than was intended.
2. There is a persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut down or control alcohol use.
3. A great deal of time is spent in activities necessary to obtain alcohol, use alcohol, or recover from its effects.
4. Craving, or a strong desire or urge to use alcohol.
5. Recurrent alcohol use resulting in a failure to fulfill major role obligations at work, school, or home.
6. Continued alcohol use despite having persistent or recurrent social or interpersonal problems caused or exacerbated by the effects of alcohol.
7. Important social, occupational, or recreational activities are given up or reduced because of alcohol use.
8. Recurrent alcohol use in situations in which it is physically hazardous.
9. Alcohol use is continued despite knowledge of having a persistent or recurrent physical or psychological problem that is likely to have been caused or exacerbated by alcohol.
10. Tolerance, as defined by either of the following:
    (a) A need for markedly increased amounts of alcohol to achieve intoxication or desired effect.
    (b) A markedly diminished effect with continued use of the same amount of alcohol.
11. Withdrawal, as manifested by either of the following:
    (a) The characteristic withdrawal syndrome for alcohol (refer to criteria A and B of the criteria set for alcohol withdrawal) (5th ed.; DSM–5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013)
Appendix B

The 12-Steps of Alcoholics Anonymous

1. We admitted we were powerless over alcohol—that our lives had become unmanageable.
2. Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity.
3. Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we understood Him.
4. Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves.
5. Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs.
6. Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of character.
7. Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings.
8. Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends to them all.
9. Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so would injure them or others.
10. Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong promptly admitted it.
11. Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with God, as we understood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to carry that out.
12. Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these Steps, we tried to carry this message to alcoholics, and to practice these principles in all our affairs.

(AA World Services, 2002).
Appendix C

Alcoholics Anonymous Involvement (AAI) Scale

Items of the Alcoholics Anonymous Involvement (AAI) Scale:

1. Have you ever attended an AA meeting? (No-Yes)

2. Have you attended an AA meeting in the last year? (No-Yes)

3. Have you ever considered yourself to be a member of AA? (No-Yes)

4. Have you ever gone to 90 AA meetings in 90 days? (No-Yes)

5. Have you ever celebrated an AA sobriety birthday? (No-Yes)

6. Have you ever had an AA sponsor? (No-Yes)

7. Have you ever been an AA sponsor? (No-Yes)

8. If you have been in an alcohol treatment program (inpatient or out-patient), did they require that you "work" any of the AA steps? Circle all that apply (Steps 1-12 listed).

9. Regardless of whether you have or have not been to alcohol treatment, which of the 12 steps of AA have you "worked"? Circle all that apply (Steps 1-12 listed).

10. How many AA meetings have you attended in the last year? Please enter your best estimate below. If you did not attend any AA meetings in the last year enter zero (0).

11. What is the total number of AA meetings that you have ever attended? Please enter your best estimate below. If you have never attended any meetings enter 0.

12. Have you ever had a spiritual awakening or conversion experience since your involvement in AA? (No-Yes)

*Note.* AA = Alcoholics Anonymous (Tonigan, Miller, & Connors, 1996).
Appendix D

Purpose in Life (PIL) Measurement

Purpose in Life (PIL):
Circle the Extent to which you feel you generally feel you have:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Very little</th>
<th>O.K.</th>
<th>Good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance of life as it comes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace of Mind</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance of others</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection to a Higher Power</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patience</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-controlling attitude</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Circle the Extent to which you feel you generally feel you have:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Very little</th>
<th>O.K.</th>
<th>Good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connection to all living things</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-restraint</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith in a Higher Power</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection to people</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfying prayer life</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gratitude</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delight in the wonder of life</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix E

Daily Spiritual Experience Scale (DSE)

Daily Spiritual Experience Scale (Underwood, 1999). Introduction: “The list that follows includes items you may or may not experience. Please consider how often you directly have this experience, and try to disregard whether you feel you should or should not have these experiences. A number of items use the word ‘God.’ If this word is not a comfortable one for you, please substitute another word that calls to mind the divine or holy for you.” Please circle 1 for many times a day, 2 for everyday, 3 for most days, 4 for some days, 5 for once in a while, and 6 never or almost never.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Many times a day</th>
<th>Every day</th>
<th>Most days</th>
<th>Some days</th>
<th>Once in a while</th>
<th>Never or almost never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>I feel God’s presence.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I experience a connection to all of life.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>During worship, or at other times when connecting with God, I feel joy which lifts me out of my daily concerns.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4*</td>
<td>I find strength in my religion or spirituality.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5*</td>
<td>I find comfort in my religion or spirituality.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6*</td>
<td>I feel deep inner peace or harmony.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I ask for God’s help in the midst of daily activities.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I feel guided by God in the midst of daily activities.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9*</td>
<td>I feel God’s love for me directly.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10*</td>
<td>I feel God’s love for me through others.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11*</td>
<td>I am spiritually touched by the beauty of creation.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>I feel thankful for my blessings.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>I feel a selfless caring for others.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>I accept others even when they do things I think are wrong.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15*</td>
<td>I desire to be closer to God or in union with the divine</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not close</td>
<td>Somewhat close</td>
<td>Very close</td>
<td>As close as possible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>In general, how close do you feel to God?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix F

Demographic Survey

Name:
Phone:
Gender:
Current age:
Ethnicity:
Religious Affiliation:
Education: High School College Graduate School
Marital status:
Occupation:
How long have you been sober?
Number of years of drinking:
Age of first alcoholic beverage:
Year entered AA
How many AA meetings do you attend per Month?
Number of steps completed:
Have you ever relapsed?
If so, how many times:
Other substance use: YES NO
Did you seek other treatment: YES NO
If YES, please list what type:
Is there Alcoholism in your family: YES NO
How many people in your family have dependency issues:
Do you rely on a Higher Power: YES NO
Do you pray or meditate: YES NO
How often do you pray or meditate:
If you would like to receive research results please indicate the best way to contact you:
Appendix G

Demographics Information/Graphs
Figure 2. Months Sober by Years of Education (One-Way ANOVA t-test).

![Graph showing months sober by years of education](image)

Figure 3. Education level to number of participants (One-way ANOVA t-test).

![Graph showing education level to number of participants](image)
Figure 4. Daily Spiritual Experience to months sober

Figure 5. AAI-7 (been a sponsor) to months sober